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Our experience in the field of representation and spatio-temporal anlysis of marine
resources, comes from our partnership in two recent EU- DG XIV projects: FIGIS (
FAIR PL 95-419) and project MEDITS (FAIR, 95-54), both in collaboration with other
institutions such as the spanish IEO, ICM-CSIC and CIIRC-UPC, among others . Also
an important guide has been punctual collaborations with Instituto del Mar del Perú,
Laboratorio de Ciencias do Mar (Brasil), and Instituto de Investigaciones Pesqueras
(Cuba).
2Data organisation is one of the most important tasks faced up at the first stage of any
application. ACCESS database with the help of Visual-Basic programming have
sufficed our needs in terms of data input, errors corrections and production of tables and
reports to be transferred to statistical analysis processors and GIS. Figure 1 summarizes
the work flow from raw data to results  in the case of our Medits application. The
database provides the basic standard files of the MEDITS Project.. These are files
relatives to the hauls (TR and TA), catches by species (TB), and size and maturity status
(TC).
At the view of the expertise acquired, the GIS Arc-View has constituted the principal
instrument in the representation and further elaboration of ge referenced information
relative to marine resources.
Arc-View adequacy, can be summarized in :
1. Its programming option in language AVENUE to create interfaces that allows the
preparation of raw data from either text data files or other data sources to well
organised tables.
2. The format of  tables associated to the topological files created by Arc-View  (called
shapefiles), is DBF, which is very appropriate to connect this results to other
software pakages such as the statistical and geostatistical processors.
3. Its ability in managing charts, wich implies operations such as change of
projections, scaling, and legends generation. Tasks that Arc-View solves in fast and
simple way.
Figure 1.represents a work flow from raw data to resulting maps  in the case of our
Medits application.
Figure 1: Work-flow from raw data to maps
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3An example of the full development of one application is described in the annexed
“User guide of the extension MEDITS-GIS 1.0” (from page 7 onwards). An Arc-View
extension which provides the geographical representation of abundance indices relative
to MEDITS surveys. This Extension already available in CD was presented in April
2000 in Madrid at the Scientific Advisory meeting of the Statistical Comi te of the
CGPM.
Along with ArcView, the geographic information system IDRISI seems to be a
complementary tool specially useful to the spatial analysis of a set of ge refer nced
variables. This system has been used to construct a bathymetric grid for the Western
Mediterranean at the scale of 0.1 nautical miles shown in figure 2, essential to proceed
with  the geoestatistical analysis named Universal Kriging
Figure 2.- Bathymetric raster image between 0 and 2000 m. of the Western
Mediterranean.
IDRISI has been used also for the study of the relationship between spatial distribution
of certain resources and environmental factors as is described in other contribution to
this volume (Hernández et al.)
A set of programs under the name SIGREMAR has been produced by the authors in
order to enlarge the capcity of the usual geostatistical pakages. He different modules of
SIGREMAR are described below.
4VARIOGRA produces experimental variograms for georeferenced user data. It permits
two options regarding co-ordinates system. 1) transformation from Geographical co-
ordinates to UTM (distances in m), and 2) direct calculation correcting the longitudinal
distances by taking into account the mean latitude between two referenced stations
(distance in Naut. Miles). Result is a ASCII text file that contains the distances and their
corresponding variograms.
Admissible modelling of the experimental variogram and estimation of the variogram
parameters through different techniques. ESTIVAR is the software module that search
among the commonly admissible models and objectively estimates their parameters by
the square minimum technique . Results include:
· Punctual and interval estimation of the variogram parameters.
· Estimates correlation in order to assess redundancy.
· Screen display of modelled and experimental variogr ms .
Universal Kriging is used to add trends in the spatial distribution of the resources. This
trends are related  in many species with the bat imetry  and others parameters of the
physic medium (kind of substract, availability of food, oceanographic conditions).
The module UNIKRIG has been programmed in order to facili ate the use of Universal
Kriging. It generalises the previous routine ESTIVAR. Basically, this module performs
simultaneously maximum likelihood estimation of the variogram and trend parameters.
Ad takes as starting point the modelled trend, assumes normal distribution of residuals
and the covariance matrix provided by the variogram.
Another original program in FORTRAN: KRIGLOB has been created in order to
evaluate the distribution of a variable (either environmental or species abundance
indices),  over a global (V) area from a set of sampled stations. (S)
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5The evaluation is achieved by kriging of the variable mean over the area after having
established a v riogram model. .
The global area V, sampling stations, S and variogram model with its parameters are
user inputs to the program. The output consists of a text file containing: estimated mean,
variance and standard deviation, usual estimates, assuming independence of the sampled
values, and the geographical co-ordinates for a centr id of V, aiming the representation
of the estimate in a GIS.
This software, allows also comparisons (among strata, fishing sectors, etc..), and years,
meaning that it is a useful tool in the assessment of spatial and dynamic evolution of the
different variables.
MEDITS GIS (presented in further pages), constitutes an example of the interface with
geographic information systems to produce the representation of actual spatial
distributions obtained in the survey. This is complemented with the representation of the
simulated distribution obtained by kriging and its further elaboration. With this
objective has been introduced in SIGREMAR two programs: GRIDLOADER
(incorporated already in the spanish version of MEDITS GIS) for ArcView and
GEOIDRIS for IDRISI. The flowchart of these interfaces are in the next figure.
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6The script GRIDLOADER converts grid ASCII files in different formats into A/V
shapefiles. The grid files may be either the result of spatial interpolation or image files
in the following formats:
1. .GRD and .DAT from Surfer
2.  NOAA files
3. .IMG from Idrisi-W
4. .GRD from GEO-EAS
The result is a shapefile points or polygons under user choice. If one chooses polygons,
it asks for the width of the cells in Nautical Miles. It also will ask if we want to set a
range limit of the values to be represented, which is fairly interesting, specially when
one tries to represent a grid from a kriging that contains values even over the land areas.
One can select those values that do not want to be displayed in the map. There is also
the option of using the estimated standard deviation as  a filter. The attributes table of
the shapefile generated contains four fields: shape, identifier, X (longitude), Y (latitude)
and Z which contains the values of the variable being displayed. A fifth optional field
can be included showing the standard deviations of Z estimates.
Note: The set of programs SIGREMAR will be available in CD by the end of the
current year 2000.
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This Medits Extension consists of a series of charts, a series of Avenue scripts and a
series of legends that serve to create distribution charts of the Mediterranean marine
resources studied by the MEDITS project.
OBJECTIVES
The present extension is intended to reach the following goals:
1. To provide a basic cartography for the different real and potential scenarios covered
by MEDITS PROJECT.
2. To create ArcView shape files representing the following indices:
2.1. Biomass and Density Indices for a given specie.
2.2. Biomass and Density Indices for the faunistic categories
2.3. Biomass and Density Indices for the target species group.
2.4. Density for a sizes interval of a given species.
3. To enable the M dits Information Interface with statistic and geostatistical
processors, by using the tables corresponding to the shape files created.
LOADING THE EXTENSION.
It is installed from a CD that can be requested to the authors. Once it has been installed
in your computer, it can be used at any time you need always following the steps below:
1. Put the CD of the extension in the available unit and run ArcView.
2. Open a project, (new or old one), by default, a new one called “untitled” appears
when you open ArcView.
83. In the main window go to the menu FILE à EXTENSIONS,  a browser appears
, check the list of extension and find  “Extension Medits-ArcView”. Set a Ö on
the left square to select the extension, and click OK.
4. A dialog box appears asking if you want to load the cartography included in the
extension. It is recommended to click “yes”, at least once to explore all the
charts supplied and check their usefulness to your needs. If you say “no”, you
are supposed to have your own maps.
5. To work with the extension you will have to select a basic map in a view, click
on one of the buttons that appears in the upper tool bar (Inside the rectangle in
the figure below) in order to obtain the maps and tables that are produced as
mentioned in the objectives of this extension and described below.
UNLOADING THE EXTENSION
1. Before Saving the project, it is necessary to unload the extension. DO NOT
SAVE ANY PROJECT WITHOUT HAVING UNLOADED THE
EXTENSION FIRST!!!. To unload, go to the Main Project Window, and to the
FILE menu à EXTENSIONS à DESELECT (by removing the Ö) and click
OK.
2. Now you can save your project . Go to the FILE menu à SAVE PROJECT AS
à Give it a name (and a path!) different from “untitled”, the one by default.
NOTE: “Project” is the working unit in ArcView. “View” is the window where the maps are set
and modified. The basic maps included in this extension are in different views with the names
that appear in the list of views in the main window.
9CHARTS.
Each chart is a Polygon ArcView  Shapefile that includes polygons corresponding to:
land and isobaths
1. Land.
2. Isobaths:
a. 0 – 200 m: Continental shelf
b. 200 – 800 m: Slope
c. > 800 m: Deep sea.
The whole Mediterranean basin is divided in the following
areas:
1. Countries:
Spain
France
Italy
Greece
Croatia
And other possible future Medits members:
Morocco
Algeria
Tunisia
Egypt
Libya
2. Statistical sub-areas:
Western Sub-area
Central Sub-area
(Complementary sub-areas)
Eastern Sub-area
Black Sea Sub-area
3. Sectors: All the Sectors covered by MEDITS.
Sector 111 Sector 121 Sector 132 Sector 211 Sector 222 a
Sector 112 Sector 133 Sector 221 Sector 222 b
Sector 113 Sector 134 Sector 222 c
This charts have been obtained by E. Ferrandis and P. Hernández throw a hard
elaboration process from the GEBCO DIGITAL ATLAS using tools developed in the
FIGIS Project. The projection system is Mercator, but it may be easily changed by the
user from the View menu PROPERTIES.
The structure is represented in the three figures in the Appendix “CHARTS”.
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WORKING WITH THE EXTENSION CHARTS
As it was recommended before, the user should open the views with the different charts
to get familiar with them and select those which are going to serve to their needs.
The format (colors, symbols, fonts, etc..) of the charts are defined in “legends” that are
supplied in the CD in the path \MeditsLegends. All the legends have the extension
.AVL. They can be loaded from any view and are suitable to be modified by the user.
.- Land.avl: is the legend for the land polygon
.- Sea.avl: Is the legend for the isobaths polygons
.- Limits.avl: Statistical sub-areas limits.
GENERAL USE OF THE BASIC CARTOGRAPHY.
All the maps supplied in the CD, folder MEDITSMAPS are suitable to be used by any
researcher, not only MEDITS partners. If this is the case, proceed with the following
instructions:
Load the extension as is indicated in the paragrap “LOADING THE EXTENSION”
Unload the extensin and save the project as is indicated in the paragraph
“UNLOADING THE EXTENSION”.
You can work with the project you have just saved as regularly with Arc-View projects,
but you will have to ensure that the CD is in the drive at any time that you want to
display any of the maps.
GEOGRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF ABUNDANCE INDICES.
The distribution of the abundance of the marine resources studied in a chart can be
implemented in four different ways by this extension :
1. By species.
2. By faunistic categories (or groups).
3. By the set of target species as a whole.
4. By size intervals of a given species.
Each one is achieved by clicking respectively on the four buttons present in the upper
tool bar of the main window as indicated in figure
1. SPECIES
The execution of this script by clicking on the button will produce the representation of
the abundance indices either in biomass (kg/km2 ) or in density (ind/km2) of a particular
species chosen by the user.
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The user must supply the following specifications that are demanded sequentially in
dialog boxes that appear while running the script.
If it is the case, successive boxes will help on the selection of the particular chart.
If the answer is “No” It is assumed that the user is using his own cartography in a
previously created view, and in this case, a new box will ask for the name of this view.
Now, the user has to set the folder and the name for the Medits basic files to be used.
1. TR (Stratification’s file: Hauls, sectors and stratum )
2. TA (Haul’s features file)
3. TB (Catches file in Biomass and Number of  Individuals  by Sex)
WARNING: The data files Tr, Ta, Tb, Tc, only can contain ASCII characters. If
the data files are modified or edited with a word processor or another kind of
editor, you have to save it like "only text file". The last line must be empty. So,
when it contains a character or a symbol may be cause an error in the load of data
file. Then you must erase it and save the file like "only text file" to avoid errors.
Next the user has to specify the name and folder for the output shape file
Next the user has to specify the species
Put the specie’s name (in Medits abbrev. Code)
Now the user has to choose the legends to be applied in order to obtain the
representation of the Indices
To the biomass index the Extension provides the file BIOSPECIES.AVL. It produces a
punctual representation by intervals of the biomass index.
To the total density by sex the Extension provides the file DENSISPECIES.AVL. It
produces a representation in pie diagrams, where the portions are proportional to sex
density (in numbers of individuals by square kilomet rs) and symbol size is related to
total density (in a relative range of  4 to 12 corresponding to the minimum and
maximum of the total given density).
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The user has to choose among the legends that are in Meditslegends folder of the CD-
ROM, and once incorporated they can be edited and modified by the user, and saved in
any folder with any name, for further uses.
Finally the user can see both representations in the chosen view by opening and
activating the two created themes. Figure 3 represents abundance index (pie-charts)
proportional size to actual values. Sectors representing sex ratio. (males, females,
undetermined)
Figure. 3 abundance index (pie-charts) proportional size to actual values. Sectors
representing sex ratio. (males, females, undetermined) for one species. In one year.
The tables associated to the themes produced by the extension are available now in DBF
format, with the name and the folder given by the user.
The structure of this table is defined by the following fields:
§ 
Country
§ Year
§ Month
§ Day
§ Number of the Haul
§ Sector
§ Stratum
§ Initial Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Longitude (in decimal degrees)
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§ Intermediate Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Initial Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Duration of the Haul (in minutes)
§ Intermediate Depth (in meters)
§ Horizontal Opening of the Net (in dm.)
§ Swept Area (in square meters)
§ Code of the Species (Medits)
§ Biomass Index (kg/km2)
§ Total Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Females Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Males Density (Individuals//km2)
§ Undetermined Sex Density (Individuals//km2)
2. GROUPS  
The process is similar as that for the previous SPECIES button.
In this case the Abundance Indices for the all the groups considered in Medits P oject
will be calculated and represented
Fishes
Crustaceans
Cephalopods
Other with commercial interest (WCI)
Other with no commercial interest (NCI)
And the two Indices are:
Biomass Index (kg/km2)
Density (Number of Individuals/km2)
Now, the user must specify the index  either, biomass (kg/km2) or density (Ind/ km2)
Now the user has to set the legends to be used by the representation Indices.
If the Biomass Index has been previously chosen, the Extension provides the Legend
BIOGROUP.AVL in the folder MEDITSLEGENDS of the CD. It produces a
representation in pie diagrams, where the portions are proportional to the different
groups and symbol size is related to Total Biomass in kg/km2 and in a relative range of
4 to 12 corresponding to the minimum and maximum of the given total Biomass.
If the Density has been previously chosen, the Extension provides the Legend
DENSIGROUP.AVL in the folder MEDITSLEGENDS of the CD. It produces an
analogous representation in pie diagrams, where the portions are proportional to the
different groups and symbol size is related to total Density measured in Number of
Individuals/km2 and represented in a relative range of  4 to 12 corresponding to the
minimum and maximum of the given total Density.
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The shape's out table produced by the extension will be available now in DBF format,
with the name and the folder given by the user.
The structure of this table is:
§ Country
§ Year
§ Month
§ Day
§ Number of the Haul
§ Sector
§ Stratum
§ Initial Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Initial Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Duration of the Haul (in minutes)
§ Intermediate Depth (in meters)
§ Horizontal Opening of the Net (in dm.)
§ Swept Area (in square meters)
§ Type of Index (Biomass in kg/km2  or Density in Number of Individuals/km2)
§ Fishes
§ Crustaceans
§ Cephalopods
§ Other with commercial interest (WCI)
§ Other with no Commercial Interest (NCI)
§ Total
3.TARGET  SPECIES
This script produces the representation and table of the total set of Target Species.
After the specification of the view corresponding to the basic cartography as described
for the two previous cases, the user must supply the file and folder of the considered
Target Species. The Extension provides the file of the current target species
TARGET.DAT in the folder MEDITSDATA of the CD. The considered species are
implemented in Medits Code. But the user may edit this ASCII file and add, delete or
substitute any number of species. It is to say that the set of “Target Species” is open to
the user’s needs.
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Except for the input of this Target Species file, the process is the same as that for the
previous SPECIES
As the Target Species included in the TARGET.DAT ascii file may be changed by the
possible users (perhaps various), the Extension provides in the next step a verification
of the list of Target Species presently included in TARGET.DAT.
If the user agrees with the actual TARGET.DAT must select Continu  and click OK.
Next, the Extension provides the Legend BIOOBJETIVE.AVL in the folder
MEDITSLEGENDS of the CD in order to obtain the representation of the Biomass
Index of the join set of considered Target Species.
Also, the Legend DENSIOBJETIVE.AVL in the same folder of the CD in order to
obtain the representation of the Density of the whole set of considered Target Species.
As in the previous cases, the table produced by this script will be available now in DBF
format, with the name and the folder given by the user.
And the structure of this table is:
§ 
Country
§ Year
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§ Month
§ Day
§ Number of the Haul
§ Sector
§ Stratum
§ Initial Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Initial Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Duration of the Haul (in minutes)
§ Intermediate Depth (in meters)
§ Horizontal Opening of the Net (in dm.)
§ Swept Area (in square meters)
§ Type of Table (Target Species)
§ Biomass Index of the join set of Target Species (kg/km2)
§ Total Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Females Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Males Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Undetermined Sex Density (Individuals/km2)
4. SIZES
This script provides the representation and table of the Density of a particular Species
measuring the Number of  Individuals/km2 whose size (in mm.) is between an interval
provided by the user. It may be useful in order to obtain the Density distribution of any
size interval and in particular of juveniles or adults (for this purpose could be used the
working paper by J. Bertrand, L. Gil de Sola, Costas P., G. Relini and A. Souplet,
“Distribution of juveniles of some de rsal species in the Northern Mediterranean”,
GFCM-SAC, Rome, Italy, June 1999).
The process is simlar as that for the previous buttons, except the Species/Size/Maturity
file TC will be required instead of the catches file TB
Next the user has to specify the species, Set the specie’s name (in M dits abbrev. Code)
Next the user will provide the decided size interval (in mm.)
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As previously two legends must be provided in order to represent the Total Density
(DENSISIZE.AVL in MEDITSLEGENDS) and for the pie representation of the
Density by sex (DENSISIZESEX.AVL in MEDITSLEGENDS).
The maps are similar to those obtained by the script SPECIES.
The shape's output table produced by this script will be available now in DBF format,
with the name and the folder given by the user.
The structure of this table is:
§ Country
§ Year
§ Month
§ Day
§ Number of the Haul
§ Sector
§ Stratum
§ Initial Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Longitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Initial Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Final Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Intermediate Latitude (in decimal degrees)
§ Duration of the Haul (in minutes)
§ Intermediate Depth (in meters)
§ Opening of the Net (in dm.)
§ Trawled Surface by the Haul (in square meters)
§ Code of the Species (Medits)
§ Size Interval (in mm.)
§ Mean Size (in mm.)
§ Total Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Females Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Males Density (Individuals/km2)
§ Undetermined Sex Density (Individuals/km2)
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CHARTS
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Possible connections with other software.
Summarising, as it has been seen along the previous pages, the extension Medits-
ArcView will use MEDITS original data files (TA, TB, TC and TR) to produce
shapefiles that are displayed in the maps contained in views and that have associated
tables in format Dbase (*.DBF) which structure has already been described .
These tables as well as shapefiles can be transferred to other programs such as
statistical, geostatical processors and image analysts. The capacity of connections with
such other programs helps to continue with the information elaboration process from the
raw data to parameter estimation, simulation and testing hypothesis over the considered
indices.
Connection to Statistical Processors
The DBF tables can be incorporated to the most common statistical software packages
SPSS, Statistica and S-Plus through the following steps:
§ SPSS: menu File à Open.
§ Statistica: menu File à Import data à Quick.
§ S-Plus: menu File à Import data à From file.
The results of the statistical analysis implemented by these programs can be used either
independently or re-incorporated to the maps produced by the Extension. Specially
interesting is the possibility of adding the statistical graphic results (histograms,
piecharts, regression lines, etc..) to the maps through “Layouts”, that are ArcView
compositions ready to be printed out.
This statistical elaboration, can also serve as first step to the exploratory analysis needed
to go forward the spatial analysis via geost tistical techniques.
Connection to Geostatistical Packages
As the Extension produces ArcView files, the connection to the spatial analysis module
of the program: Spatial Analyst is straight. The files needed by the module are
shapefiles. The  process of spatial interpolation by Spatial Analyst will provide a grid
file (.GRD) that can be added to any view of ArcView .
The connection with EVA needs the help of Excel since EVA can not import directly
Dbase files, (ArcView tables). Open Excel and go to the menu File à Open à Dbase,
then save the file as XLS, edit with Excel and  EVA will incorporate it easily.
The connections to other two geostatistical processors: GEOEAS and Surfer needs the
incorporation of data as ASCII files. From ArcView, the transformation from Dbase to
Ascii is easy. Before leaving the program, open the table, go to the menu File à Export
à Delimited text. The file created is an Ascii text file with the successive fields
delimited by commas.
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GEOEAS will be able to open this text file, with some minor modifications. Open any
word processor, either Notepad and add a “header” with a title, number of records, and a
record for each name of the table’s  fields. Save the file and go to any module of
GEOEAS  to work with this file.
Surfer, can incorporate the Text file directly by clicking on File à Open, from the
“Worksheet” module of the program. It can also be added from the module “Plot”, by
clicking on the menu Grid à Data,  or Grid à Variogram.
Intermediate and final results of the geostatical analysis provided by these programs
(EVA, GEOAS and Surfer), can be included in the ArcView “layouts” with the aim of
presenting the maximum information of each map.
To incorporate the results of Kriging in an ArcView map, they need to be also Ascii
comma delimited text files, which are provided by all the processors mentioned above
just doing save as.... This incorporation process has to be done in two steps:
1. Addition of the Ascii table (:TXT). From the main window go to the menu Project
à Add table.
2. Addition of the table as a theme to the view where the basic map is. In the View
window go to the menu View à Add event theme.
Connection to IDRISI
IDRISI 3.2 is a GIS with a good set of statistical and geostatistical tools. It also can
perform image analysis allowing combination of raster and vectori l information.
Describing the possibilities of analysis with IDRISI is out of the goals of this short
guide. Only the instructions needed for the incorporation of the files produced by the
extension will be introduced here.
In IDRISI main window go to the  menu Fil  à Import à Software Specific Formats
à SHAPEIDR.
This module (Shapeidr) will produce two files:  point vector file (.VCT) and the data
base associated to the shape file ( that is originally in DBF format ), is changed to MDB
access format. These two files permit further representation and analysis by Idrisi
different modules. Among others, spatial interpolations, and sophisticated multivariate
analysis of images.
All the results of these analysis, can be dited by Idrisi itself in different ways, but also
worth to mention is the possibility of reverting the process. This is to say newly
incorporate the results to ArcView to produce uniform outputs.
In order to achieve that process it is necce sary to convert the files provided by Idrisi in
Shapefiles. First going to the menu  Reformat à Raster/Vector conversion à
POINTVEC in order to convert the raster images to vector point features.  And finally,
going to the menu File à Export à Software Specific Formats à SHAPEIDR.
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All the charts provided in the folder MEDTSMAPS of the CD are actually constituted
by vectorial polygons. It means that the figures of land and bathymetric intervals are
independent polygons that can be used if necessary as “masks” to hide or blank  the
grids resulting from interpolation processes (such as kriging).
The contents of the last paragraphs and the annexed flowchart describe a few paths
suggested by the authors in order to fulfil a more detailed extraction of the information
provided by the MEDITS project. But it must be stated that this is just an example of
somehow “simple”  manipulations derived from more complexes actions explored by
the authors. Another not so simple subject is the appropriate utilisation of the introduced
instruments. Although the set of paths is, in our opinion not exhaustive, it suffice for the
purposes of our research and, of course  it is always open to alternative  ways of
operating by the different users.
As the poet said
“..... caminante, no hay camino
se hace camino al andar
y al volver la vista atrás
se ve la senda
que nunca vas a volver a pisar.
Caminante no hay camino
sino estelas en la mar.”
Antonio Machado
Temptative translation: Walker, there is not path, the path is done while it is being
walked.
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